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This early Charles de Lint novel—previously unavailable in a paperback edition—is a stirring epic fantasy of
Celtic and Nordic mythology along with swords and sorcery.

In the Green Isles, the summer magic is waning. Snake ships pillage the coastal towns, and the evil Icelord
encases the verdant lands in a permanent frost. A mysterious old wizard prepares to mount one last defense
of the Isles, hurrying to instruct his inexperienced apprentice in the art of shape-changing. In a desperate race
to awaken the Summerlord, the newfound mage gathers a few remaining allies, including a seemingly
ordinary young woman and her protective adoptive family. Mercilessly pursued by the Icelord’s army of
stormkin, they flee north to the seat of the Summerlord’s power.

But the revelation of a family betrayal leads to new treachery—and time is running short for the
Summerborn.
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From reader reviews:

Ruth Barnett:

Have you spare time for the day? What do you do when you have a lot more or little spare time? That's why,
you can choose the suitable activity for spend your time. Any person spent their spare time to take a move,
shopping, or went to the particular Mall. How about open or read a book titled Eyes Like Leaves? Maybe it
is to become best activity for you. You recognize beside you can spend your time with the favorite's book,
you can more intelligent than before. Do you agree with their opinion or you have some other opinion?

Gabrielle Ponds:

Book is written, printed, or highlighted for everything. You can understand everything you want by a
publication. Book has a different type. As it is known to us that book is important matter to bring us around
the world. Adjacent to that you can your reading skill was fluently. A guide Eyes Like Leaves will make you
to end up being smarter. You can feel much more confidence if you can know about everything. But some of
you think this open or reading a new book make you bored. It is not necessarily make you fun. Why they are
often thought like that? Have you searching for best book or suited book with you?

Edward Cottrell:

Nowadays reading books become more than want or need but also work as a life style. This reading
addiction give you lot of advantages. The huge benefits you got of course the knowledge the actual
information inside the book that will improve your knowledge and information. The info you get based on
what kind of book you read, if you want attract knowledge just go with education books but if you want truly
feel happy read one with theme for entertaining including comic or novel. Often the Eyes Like Leaves is
kind of publication which is giving the reader capricious experience.

Elizabeth Villalobos:

Don't be worry in case you are afraid that this book will filled the space in your house, you can have it in e-
book means, more simple and reachable. This specific Eyes Like Leaves can give you a lot of good friends
because by you checking out this one book you have matter that they don't and make you more like an
interesting person. This book can be one of one step for you to get success. This e-book offer you
information that possibly your friend doesn't recognize, by knowing more than additional make you to be
great folks. So , why hesitate? Let's have Eyes Like Leaves.
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